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Abstract—The theory of latency-insensitive design is presented
as the foundation of a new correct-by-construction methodology to
design complex systems by assembling intellectual property components. Latency-insensitive designs are synchronous distributed
systems and are realized by composing functional modules that exchange data on communication channels according to an appropriate protocol. The protocol works on the assumption that the
modules are stallable, a weak condition to ask them to obey. The
goal of the protocol is to guarantee that latency-insensitive designs
composed of functionally correct modules behave correctly independently of the channel latencies. This allows us to increase the
robustness of a design implementation because any delay variations of a channel can be “recovered” by changing the channel latency while the overall system functionality remains unaffected. As
a consequence, an important application of the proposed theory is
represented by the latency-insensitive methodology to design large
digital integrated circuits by using deep submicrometer technologies.
Index Terms—Deep submicrometer design, formal methods, latency-insensitive protocols, system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE THEORY of latency-insensitive design formally
separates communication from computation by defining a
system as a collection of computational processes that exchange
data by means of communication channels. The communication
is governed by an abstract protocol, whose main characteristic is to be insensitive to the latencies of the channels. The
theory may be applied as a rigorous basis to design complex
digital systems by simply composing predesigned and verified
components so that the composition satisfies, formally and “by
construction,” the required properties of synchronization and
communication. In particular, relevant applications may be
found in the design of integrated circuits to be implemented
with the future generations of process technologies. Indeed, for
the so-called deep submicrometer (DSM) technologies (0.1 m
and below), where millions of gates will be customary, a design
methodology that guarantees by construction that certain key
properties are satisfied appears as the only hope to achieve
correct designs in short time. Furthermore, the characteristics of
DSM designs will exacerbate the timing-closure problem that
is already present with the current technologies: the designers
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of semicustom integrated circuits are forced to iterate many
times between logic synthesis and layout generation because
the two steps are performed independently and synthesis uses
statistical delay models, which badly estimate the postlayout
wire load capacitance [1], [2].
In fact, despite the increase in number of layers and in aspect
ratios, the resistance–capacitance delay of an average metal
line with constant length is getting worse with each process
generation [3], [4]. This effect, combined with the increases in
operating frequency, die size, and average interconnect length,
is making interconnect delay becoming a larger fraction of the
clock-cycle time [5]. Introducing copper metallization and lowdielectric insulators helps reducing the interconnect delay, but
these one-time improvements will not suffice in the long run as
feature size continues to shrink [5], [6]. Furthermore, while the
number of gates reachable in a cycle will not change significantly
and the on-chip bandwidth that wires provide will continue to
grow, the percentage of the die reachable within one clock cycle
will decrease dramatically: we will soon reach a point where
more gates can be fit on a chip than can communicate in one cycle
[7]. In particular, it has been predicted that for DSM designs, a
signal will need more than ten clock cycles to traverse the entire
chip area [8]. Also, it has been estimated that only a fraction of
the chip area between 0.4% and 1.4% will be reachable in one
clock cycle [9]. Hence, limiting the on-chip distance traveled by
critical signals will be the key to guarantee the performance of the
overall design. However, since precise data on wire lengths are
available only late in the design process, several costly redesigns
become necessary to change the placement or the speed of the
chip modules while satisfying performance and functionality
constraints [2].
The theory of latency-insensitive design provides the foundation for a new design methodology that maintains the inherent
simplicity of synchronous design and yet does not suffer of the
“interconnect-delay problem.” According to our approach, the
system can be thought as completely synchronous, i.e., just as a
collection of modules that communicate by means of channels
having “zero delay,” i.e., a delay negligible with respect to the period of the common clock signal (synchronous assumption). We
refer this clock as the virtual clock and we call a system that is
specified starting from this assumption strict. Once the final implementation of the system is derived, its operation is controlled
by a real clock that has a precise frequency value. Unfortunately,
due the above-mentioned DSM effects, some of the wires implementing these channels on the final layout may likely require a
delay longer than one real clock cycle to transmit the appropriate
signals.However,theproposedtheoryguaranteesthatitisnotnecessary to complete costly redesign iterations or to slow down the
real clock. The key idea is borrowed from pipelining [10], [11]:
partition the long wires into segments whose lengths satisfy the
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timing requirements imposed by the real clock by inserting logic
blocks called relay stations, which have a function similar to the
one of latches on a pipelined data path. While the timing requirements imposed by the real clock are now met by construction, the
latency of a channel connecting two modules may end up being
two or more clock cycles. Still, if the functionality of the design
is based on the sequencing of the output signals and not on their
exact timing, then this modification of the design does not change
its functional correctness provided that all its components are patient processes. Informally, a module is a patient process if its
behavior does not depend on the latency of the communication
channels because it is compliant with a latency-insensitive communication protocol. The key point of this approach is to relax
timeconstraintsduringtheearlyphasesofthedesignwhencorrect
measures of the delay paths among the modules are not yet available. Instead, the specification of a complex system is strongly
simplified if performed under the synchronous assumption. After
the corresponding physical implementation is completed, if there
are mismatches between the time constraints and the interconnect
delays among the system modules, they can be easily fixed by
inserting the right amount of relay stations. Since every module
works accordingly to the latency-insensitive protocol, no modification in the functionality or the layout of the individual modules
is necessary to reflect any necessary changes in wire latencies.
The relevance of this approach for DSM design has been recently
confirmed by the first details that Intel has unveiled on the new
hyperpipelined NETBURST microarchitecture of its Pentium 4
processor. As reported in [12], NETBURST is the first pipeline
containing instances of a stage dedicated exclusively to handle
wire delays: in fact, a so-called drive stage is used only to move
signal across the chip without performing any computation and,
therefore, can be seen as a physical implementation of a relay station.
In this paper, we introduce these concepts formally and prove
the properties outlined above. Section II discusses background
and related work and, particularly, how the synchronous assumption distinguishes our design methodology from similar
approaches proposed in the asynchronous design community
during the past three decades. In Section III, we give the foundation of latency-insensitive design by presenting the notion of
patient processes. At the core of our theory, originally presented
in [13], lies the definition of latency equivalence. Two systems
are latency equivalent if on every channel, they present the same
data streams, i.e., the same ordered sequence of data, but, possibly, with different timing. We show that for patient processes,
the notion of latency equivalence is compositional by proving
the following theorems: 1) the intersection of two patient processes is a patient process; 2) given two pairs of latency equivalent patient processes, their pairwise intersections are also latency equivalent; and 3) for all pairs of strict processes
and patient processes
, if
is latency equivalent to
and
is latency equivalent to
, then their intersections are
latency equivalent. As a consequence, we can derive the major
result of our theory: if all processes in a strict system are replaced by corresponding patient processes, then the resulting
system is patient and latency equivalent to the original one.
In Section IV, we define the notion of relay station: we illustrate its main properties and we show how in a system of patient

processes, the communication channels can be segmented by introducing relay stations.
Section V discusses the assumption under which a generic
strict system can be transformed into a patient one, i.e., its components must be stallable. We also delineate how the present
theory leads to the definition of the latency-insensitive methodology for digital integrated circuit design: the methodology is
centered on a simple noniterative design flow that can leverage
common layout and synthesis computer-aided design (CAD)
tools as well as state-of-the art formal verification techniques
[14]. Naturally, the effectiveness of the latency-insensitive design methodology is strongly related to the ability of maintaining a sufficient communication throughput in the presence
of increased channel latencies. This problem, which is just one
instance of a more general issue that has to be faced while realizing integrated circuits with DSM process technologies, is discussed in Section V-D together with some techniques that can be
used to handle it. Finally, to experiment the proposed methodology, we performed a latency-insensitive design of PDLX, an
out-of-order microprocessor with speculative execution. This
design experiment is discussed in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The theory of latency-insensitive design is clearly reminiscent of many ideas which have been proposed in the
asynchronous design community during the past three decades
[15], [16]. In particular, the idea of a design methodology which
is inherently modular is already present in the work by Clark
and Molnar [17], [18]. To separate the design of these modules
from the design of the system and make the entire process
amenable to automation, the modules must be implemented as
delay-insensitive circuits [19], [20]. A delay-insensitive circuit
is designed to operate correctly regardless of the delays on its
gates and wires (unbounded delay model) [21]. However, it has
been proven that almost no useful delay-insensitive circuits can
be built if one is restricted to a class of simple logic gates [22],
[23]. To be able to build complex systems, one must use more
complex components, which are “externally” delay insensitive,
while “internally” are designed by carefully verifying their
timing and avoiding or tolerating metastability [20], [24], [25].
By slightly relaxing the unbounded delay model and allowing
“isochronic forks,”1 practical quasi-delay-insensitive circuits
can be built using simple logic gates [26]. A further relaxation
leads to speed-independent circuits, which operate correctly
regardless of gate delays, while wire delays are assumed to be
negligible [27]–[29].
In 1985, Van de Sneupschet observed that the decreasing feature size of very large scale integration devices would have lead
to “a decrease of the propagation speed of electrical signals relative to the switching speed,” and proposed the use of suitable
communication protocols to obtain chip designs whose correct
operation is independent of the propagation speed [30]. This
work has more than one contact point with the present paper,
but differs on the basic fact that leads to the choice of speed-independent circuits over synchronous circuits. Dill has also pro1A

bounded skew is allowed between the different branches of a net.
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posed a trace theory for modeling and specifying speed-independent circuits that is the basis for a hierarchical verification
approach [28]. Parallels with our paper can also be found in
some of the ideas that have been proposed in the field of highlevel synthesis to schedule the sequential execution of interacting processes under unbounded timing constraints [31], [32].
As we move toward the design of integrated circuits to be
realized with DSM technologies, the delays of long intermodule
wires are becoming dominant with respect to both the delays of
the intramodule wires and those of the logic gates. More importantly, intermodule delays are difficult to predict or to control
during the different phases of the design of a chip, leading to an
exacerbation of the timing closure problem. Delay-insensitive
approaches as well as the latency-insensitive methodology allow
the designer to specify and implement the system while assuming
that intermodule wire delays may vary arbitrarily. However,
while a delay-insensitive system is based on the assumption that
the delay between two subsequent events on a communication
channel is completely arbitrary, in the case of a latency-insensitive system, this arbitrary delay is forced to be a multiple of
the clock period. The key point is that this kind of discretization
allows us to leverage well-accepted design methodologies for
the design and validation of synchronous systems. In fact, the
basic distinction between any of the previous asynchronous
design methodologies and the latency-insensitive approach is
essentially that a latency-insensitive system is specified as a synchronous system. Notice that we say “specified” because from an
implementation viewpoint, a latency-insensitive communication
protocol can also be realized using hand-shaking signaling
techniques (such as request/acknowledge protocols), which
are typically asynchronous.2 However, from a specification
point of view, each module (as well as the overall system) is
viewed as a synchronous system relying on the previously cited
synchronous assumption. Now, to specify a complex system as a
collection of modules whose state is updated collectively in one
“zero-time” step is naturally simpler than specifying the same
system as the interaction of many components whose state is
updated following an intricate set of interdependency relations.
Furthermore, the synchronous specification allows us to modify
the traditional semicustom design methodology slightly by
simply inserting a step to encapsulate each synchronous module
within a so-called shell process. Finally, the impact is very
different also from a validation point of view because simulation
is naturally a less complex task for a synchronous system than
an equivalent asynchronous one. In conclusion, the theory of
latency-insensitive design leads to a methodology that can be
implemented on top of a commonly adopted design flow, while
any asynchronous approach forces the designers to use new
tools and, more importantly, to think of the digital system in a
completely different way.
III. LATENCY INSENSITIVITY
To develop our theory formally, we adopt the tagged-signal
model, which has been proposed recently by Lee and Sangio-

2Here, the communication bandwidth would be limited by the inverse of the
longest of the round trip times between pairs of communicating relay stations.
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vanni-Vincentelli, to represent complex systems as collections
of signals and processes [33].
A. Tagged-Signal Model
Given a set of values and a set of tags , an event is a
. Two events are synchronous if they have the
member of
same tag. A signal is a set of events. Two signals are synchronous if each event in one signal is synchronous with an
event in the other signal and vice versa. Synchronous signals
must have the same set of tags.
. A process
The set of all -tuples of signals is denoted
is a subset of
. A particular -tuple
satisfies the
. A -tuple that satisfies a process is called
process if
a behavior of the process. Thus, a process is a set of possible
behaviors.3 A composition of processes (also called a system)
is a new process defined as the intersection of
. Since processes can be defined
their behaviors
over different sets of signals, we need to extend the set of signals
over which each process is defined to contain all the signals of
all processes to form the composition. Note that the extension
changes the behavior of the processes only formally.
be an ordered set of inteLet
. The projection of a behavior
gers in the range
onto
is
.
onto
is
The projection of a process
. A connection is a
particularly simple process, where two (or more) of the signals
in the -tuple are constrained to be identical. For instance,
,
.
with
is an externally imposed conAn input to a process
such that
is the total set of acceptable
straint
is a further
behaviors. The set of all possible inputs
,
characterization of a process. Given a process , if
and the
then the set of acceptable behaviors is
process does not have input constraints (the process is closed).
Commonly, one considers processes having input signals and
output signals. In this case, given process , the set of signals
can be partitioned into three disjoint subsets by partitioning the
, where is the ordered
index set as
is the ordered set of
set of indexes for the input signals of
indexes for the output signals and is the ordered set of indexes
for the remaining signals (also called irrelevant signals with reif for
spect to ). A process is functional with respect to
and
,
implies
all behaviors
. Hence, given a function
, we can completely characterize a functional process by
. A process is determinate if for any input
the tuple
, then either
or
. Otherwise, it is
nondeterminate.
In a synchronous system, every signal in the system is
synchronous with every other signal. In a timed system, the
set of tags, also called timestamps, is a totally ordered set.
The ordering among the timestamps of a signal induces a
natural order on the set of events of . A functional process



3For N
2, processes may also be viewed as a relation between the
signals in s = (s ; . . . ; s ).

N
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Fig. 1. Strict signal s and a stalled signal s .

is (strictly) causal if two outputs can only differ at timestamps that (strictly) follow the timestamps when the inputs
producing these outputs show a difference. More formally,
on the set
of -tuples of signals,4
given a metric
we have the following: a functional process
is causal if
;
is strictly causal if
a functional process
.

s.t.7
. The sequence of values of a
. The infinite subsequence of values corsignal is denoted
responding to an infinite sequence of events starting from is
.
denoted
For example, considering signal

we have8

B. Informative Events and Stalling Events
A latency-insensitive system is a synchronous timed system
, where is the set
whose set of values is equal to
of informative symbols, which are exchanged among modules
is a special symbol, representing the absence of
and
an informative symbol. The absence of an informative symbol
may result from either lack of valid data to transmit or backpressure, i.e., a request to delay a transmission. From now on,
all signals are assumed to be synchronous. The set of timestamps
is assumed to be in one-to-one correspondence with the set
of natural numbers. An event is called informative if it has an
informative symbol as value.5 An event whose value is a
symbol is said to be a stalling event (or event).6
Definition III.1:
denotes the set of events of signal ,
and
are the set of informative events and the
while
of
set of stalling events of , respectively. The th event
.
denotes the set of timestamps
a signal is denoted
is the set of timestamps corresponding
in signal , while
to informative events.
Processes exchange “useful” data by sending and receiving
informative events. Ideally, only informative events should be
communicated among processes. However, in a latency-insensitive system, a process may not have data to output at a
given timestamp, thus requiring the output of a stalling event at
that timestamp. Alternatively, it may happen that a down-link
process that is not ready to receive new data requests the up-link
process to avoid sending them and, as a consequence, the latter
reacts by emitting a stalling event (back-pressure).
Definition III.2: The set of all sequences of elements in
is denoted by
. The length of a sequence is
if it
is finite, otherwise it is infinity. The empty sequence is denoted
. The th term of a sequence is
as and, by definition,
denoted .
takes a
Definition III.3: Function
and an ordered pair of timessignal
and returns a sequence
tamps

and
, respectively.
To manipulate sequences of values, we define the following
filtering operators.
returns a sequence
Definition III.4:
s.t.
if
otherwise
Definition III.5:
s.t.

returns a sequence
if
otherwise

For instance, if
and

, then
. Obviously,
. Latency-insensitive systems are
assumed to have a finite horizon over which informative events
appear, i.e., for each signal , there is a greatest timestamp
that corresponds to the “last” informative event.
However, to build our theory, we need to extend the set of signals of a latency-insensitive system over an infinite horizon by
adding a set of timestamps such that all events with timestamp
greater than have values.
Definition III.6: A signal is strict if and only if all informative events precede all stalling events, i.e., iff there exists a
s.t.
and
.A
signal that is not strict is said to be delayed (or stalled).
Fig. 1 illustrates the sequences associated to two signals preis a strict signal with
senting ten informative events each:
greatest timestamp equal to ten, while is a stalled signal with
greatest timestamp equal to 21.
C. Latency Equivalence

4For

instance, in [33], it is considered the Cantor metric

supf(1=2) j s (t) 6= s (t); t 2 T g.

(

d s ;s

) =

5We use subscripts to distinguish among the different informative symbols of

6:

...

; ; ;
.
6The use of the 

event is similar to the role played by the absence symbol
in the synchronous language SIGNAL [34].

?

Two signals are latency equivalent if they present the same
sequence of informative events, i.e., they are identical except
for different delays between two successive informative events.
that 
(s) denotes the value of the event at t .
this paper, we assume t
(s); t
(s); t t

7Notice
8In

8 2T

8 2T

 , i  j.
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Fig. 2.

Sequences of values of three latency equivalent signals.

Definition III.7: Two signals
are latency equivalent
iff
.
of a class of latency equivalent sigThe reference signal
nals is a strict signal obtained by assigning the sequence of informative values that characterizes the equivalence class to the
timestamps.
first
For instance, Fig. 2 reports the sequences associated to three
signals that belong to the same latency equivalent class: signal
is also the reference signal of the class.
Latency equivalent signals contain the same sequences of informative values, but with different timestamps. Hence, it is
useful to identify their informative events with respect to the
common reference signal: the ordinal of an informative event
coincides with its position in the reference signal.
Definition III.8: The ordinal of an informative event
is defined as
.
and
be two latency equivalent signals: two inforLet
and
are said
mative events
.
to be corresponding events iff
The slack between two corresponding events is defined as
. Hence, if is strict, the ordinal
.
of an informative event coincides with its position on
and
are latency equivalent signals, then
Observe that if
and
have the same
corresponding informative events in
ordinals (while they may have different timestamps).
We extend the notion of latency equivalence to behaviors in
a componentwise manner.
and
Definition III.9: Two behaviors
are latency equivalent iff
. A
is strict iff every signal
is
behavior
strict. Every class of latency equivalent behaviors contains only
one strict behavior. This is called the reference behavior.
and
are latency
Definition III.10: Two processes
if every behavior of one is latency
equivalent
equivalent to some behavior of the other. A process is strict
is strict. Every class of latency equiviff every behavior
alent processes contains only one strict process: the reference
process.
is latency dominated by anDefinition III.11: A signal
iff
and
with
other signal
.
Hence, referring to the example of Fig. 2, signal is domisince
while
. Notice that a
nated by signal
reference signal is latency dominated by every signal belonging
to its equivalence class. Latency dominance is extended to behaviors and processes as in the case of latency equivalence.
D. Ordering the Set of Informative Events
A total order among events of a behavior is necessary to develop our theory. In particular, we introduce an ordering among
events that is motivated by causality: events that have a smaller
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ordinal are ordered before the ones with larger ordinals.9 In addition, to avoid combinational cycles that may be created by processing events with the same ordinal, we rely on a well-founded
order over the set of signals. This order in real-life designs corresponds to input–output combinational dependencies as they
can be found, for instance, in the implementation of Mealy’s finite-state machines. We cast this consideration in the most general form possible to extend maximally the applicability of our
method by giving the following definition.
,
Definition III.12: Given a behavior
denotes a well-founded order on its set of signals.
symbol
over
The well-founded order induces a lexicographic order
the set of informative events of , s.t. for all pairs of events
with
and

(1)
The following function returns the first informative event (in
with respect
signal of behavior ) following an event
.
to the lexicographic order
and
Definition III.13: Given a behavior
, the function nextEvent is
an informative event
defined as

A stall move postpones an informative event of a signal of a
given behavior by one timestamp. The stall move is used to account for long delays along communication channels (i.e., wires
on the chip) and to add delays where needed to guarantee functional correctness of the design.
Definition III.14: Given an informative event
in a behavior
, a stall move
,
returns a behavior
s.t. for all

A procrastination effect represents the “effect” of a stall move
on other signals of behavior in correspondence
in the lexicographic order. The proof events following
cesses will “respond” to the insertion of stalls in some of their
signals by “delaying” other signals that are causally related to
the stalled signals. Given a behavior for each stall move on
events of , we have a corresponding set of behaviors (the procrastination effect set).
Definition III.15: A procrastination effect is a point-to-set
map that takes a behavior
resulting from the application of a stall move on event
of behavior
and returns a set of behaviors
s.t.
iff the following three conditions hold:
;
1)
9Think of a strict process where the ordinal is related to the timestamp; the
order implies that past events do not depend on future events.
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Fig. 3. Behavior b = stall(e (s )) is obtained stalling the fifth event of signal s of behavior b.

2)
, where
3)

and
is the timestamp of event
;

events of and whose timestamps differ. Define the distance
as
between behaviors
if

finite s.t.
.

is obtained from
by possibly
Each behavior in
inserting other stalling events in any signal of , but only at
“later” timestamps, i.e., to postpone informative event that
with respect to the lexicographic order
.
follows
Observe that a procrastination effect returns a behavior that
latency dominates the original behavior.
E. Compositionality of Patient Processes
We are now ready to define the notion of patient process,
which lies at the core of the theory. A patient process can take
stall moves on any signal of its behaviors by reacting with the
appropriate procrastination effects. Patience is the key condition
for the intellectual property (IP) blocks to be combinable according to our method. The following theorems guarantee that
the notion of latency equivalence of processes for patient processes is compositional .
Definition III.16: A process is patient iff

Hence, the result of a stall move on one of the events of a patient
process may not satisfy the process, but one of the behaviors of
the procrastination effect corresponding to the stall move does
satisfy the process, i.e., if we stall a signal on an input to a functional block, the block will be forced to delay some of its outputs
or if we request an output signal to be delayed then an appropriate delay may be added to some of its incoming inputs.
and
be two patient processes. Let
Lemma III.1: Let
be two behaviors with the same lexicographic
. Then, there exists a behavior
order s.t.
.
and
Proof (Constructive): Let
be the two behaviors with the same
lexicographic order. Since and are latency equivalent, each
event in has a corresponding event in and vice versa (see
. Let
Definition III.8). Let
be the set of ordinals associated to pairs of corresponding

otherwise
This distance is reminiscent of the Cantor metric. Thus,
and
have distance equal to zero if all pairs of correand
are
sponding events are aligned.10 In this case,
identical, i.e., they are the same behavior that belongs to
. Now, suppose that
.
is the smallest ordinal among those which
In this case,
are associated to unaligned pairs of corresponding events.
be the
Without loss of generality, let
pair of corresponding events whose ordinal is equal to
and let
. Apply a stall move to
to obtain a new
. Obviously,
behavior
. Note
is not necessarily a behavior of
. However, since
that
is patient, there exists
s.t.
. Since, by defini, then also
tion of procrastination effect,
. Since
the procrastination effect may postpone only events following
in the lexicographic order
, then all the pairs
and
with ordinal smaller
of corresponding events of
are still aligned. Now, there are two possibilities: if
than
, then one more pair has been
; otherwise, we can reduce by
aligned and
one this slack by repeating the same procedure starting from
steps of the procedure
behavior . In any case, after
that satisfies
outlined above, we obtain a behavior
and s.t.
because one more pair of
corresponding events has been aligned. We say that we have
performed an alignment step.
, then there are no more unaligned pairs,
Now, if
the two behaviors are identical, and the lemma is proven since
. Instead, if
, then we conof corresponding events and
sider the next unaligned pair
we execute a second alignment step. Note that at the th step,
with ordinal
, we may increase the
while aligning pair
in the lexicographic
slack of some of the pairs following
. During
order, but we keep aligned all the pairs preceding
this sequence of alignment steps, we obtain two sequences of
latency equivalent to and
behaviors (one of behaviors in
latency equivalent to ) whose distance
one of behaviors in
and
contain the
is decreasing monotonically. Since both
10A pair of corresponding events is said aligned if the events are synchronous
or, according to Definition III.8, if their slack is zero.
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Fig. 4. Sketch for proof on compositionality of latency equivalence.

same finite number of informative events,11 the set of pairs
of unaligned corresponding events is also finite. The slack of
each of these pair is also a finite number. At the th step, we
substeps to align
, where
is the starting
have at most
slack for . In the worst case, each behavior obtained during
the substeps of the alignment step may have slacks of all the
(see Defiremaining unaligned pairs increased by at most
has been
nition III.15). Hence, at the end of the th step,
decreased by one, while all the slacks of its remaining elements
, a finite number. Thus,
have been increased by at most
, the new slacks for the remaining unaligned
for
. Globally, we perform in the worst
pairs is
alignment steps and for each of them we have a finite
case
number of substeps. Hence, the two sequences of behaviors are
also finite and the last elements of these sequences do not have
unaligned pairs and, therefore, have distance equal to zero.
Theorem III.1: If and are patient processes, then
is a patient process.
be a behavior in
Proof: Let
. Consider behaviors
and
, s.t.
. For all
and for all
, let
. Since
, then
and
. Let
. Similarly,
and
. Since
is patient there exists
s.t.
and since
is
a behavior
s.t.
.
patient, there exists a behavior
implies that
. However, it is
Notice that
. In fact, procrastination
not necessarily the case that
effects may have misaligned pairs of corresponding inforwith respect
mative signals that come after
. Since
share the same
to lexicographic order
lexicographic order, by Lemma III.1, there exists a behavior
s.t.
. The construction of
given in the proof of Lemma III.1 involves only unaligned
and
and all these
pairs of corresponding events between
unaligned pairs correspond to informative events that come
with respect to lexicographic order
. Further,
after
since the number of informative events is finite, the number
of
of unaligned pairs is also finite. Hence, each signal
is obtained by inserting a finite number of stalling events not
.
earlier than timestamp with
. Since
Therefore, by Definition III.15,
, then
is a
we have already seen that
patient process.
Fig. 4 illustrates the above proof for the case when the two
behaviors are just 1-tuple signals.

Theorem III.2: For all patient processes
, if
and
then
.
be a behavior in
.
Proof: Let
Latency equivalence implies that there must be behaviors
and
such that
. Since and are latency equivalent and
and
are patient, Lemma III.1 guarantees that there must be a
. The other direction
latency equivalent behavior
of the proof is symmetric.
Therefore, we can replace any process in a system of patient processes by a latency equivalent process, and the resulting
system will be latency equivalent. A similar theorem holds for
replacing strict processes with patient processes.
and all patient
Theorem III.3: For all strict processes
, if
and
, then
processes
.
has
Proof: The argument that every behavior in
is as in Theorem III.2. For the other
an equivalent in
. Latency equivalence
direction, let be a behavior in
and
such
implies that there must be behaviors
. Since
and
are strict,
and
that
are also strict. Being latency equivalent, they must, therefore,
.
be equal. Thus,
This means that we can replace all processes in a system of
strict processes by corresponding patient processes and the resulting system will be latency equivalent to the original one.
This is the core of our idea: take a design based on the assumption that computation in one functional module and communication among modules “take no time” (synchronous hypothesis),12
i.e., the processes corresponding to the functional modules and
their composition are strict and replace it with a design where
communication does take time (more than one clock cycle) and,
as a result, signals are delayed, but without changing the sequence of informative events observed at the system level, i.e.,
with a set of patient processes.

11Recall that the number of informative events for every behavior considered
in latency-insensitive designs is finite.

12In other words, communication and computation are completed in one clock
cycle.

IV. PATIENT PROCESSES AND RELAY STATIONS
As explained in Section I, one of the goals of the latency-insensitive design methodology is to be able to “pipeline” a communication channel by inserting an arbitrary amount of memory
elements. In the framework of our theory, this operation corresponds to adding some particular processes, called relay stations, to the given system. In this section, we give the formal
definition of a relay station and we show how patient systems
(i.e., systems of patient processes) are insensitive to the insertion of relay stations. In Section IV-A, we discuss under which
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assumption a generic system can be transformed into a patient
system.
A. Channels and Buffers

Definition IV.2: A buffer
minimum forward latency
is a process s.t.
tency
iff
and

with capacity
,
, and minimum backward la-

The tagged signal model provides the notion of channel to
formalize the composition of processes [33]. A channel is a connection13 constraining two signals to be identical.
is a
Definition IV.1: A channel
process s.t.

As the following lemma formally proves, a channel is not a
patient process because it lacks the capacity of storing an event
and delaying its communication between two processes.
is not a patient
Lemma IV.1: A channel
process.
be a behavior of a channel
Proof: Let
and, without loss of generality, suppose that
.
Consider a pair of corresponding informative events in
and
and
. Since
, then
and, therefore,
.
implies that
,
Moreover,
. Without
since
and
are
loss of generality, suppose that
stalling events, i.e., formally,
followed by
.
. By
Then, consider informative event
. Now, let
Definition III.13,
be the behavior obtained by
. At timestamp ,
presents
applying a stall move on
corresponding to
a stalling event, while the event of
is
, which occurs at timestamp
.
. By
Then, consider any behavior
,
Definition III.15, since
. In parthen
and, therefore,
ticular,
, which, finally, implies that
.
and, by Definition III.16,
Hence,
is not patient.
Hence, to formally model communication delays as well as
pipeline stages, we introduce the notion of buffer: a buffer is a
of a behavior and is defined
process relating two signals
by means of three parameters: capacity , minimum forward latency , and minimum backward latency . A buffer forces sigto be latency equivalent and to satisfy the following
nals
relationships for all natural numbers .
1) The difference between the amount of information events
and the
seen at from timestamp zero to timestamp
amount of informative events seen at from timestamp
zero to timestamp is greater or equal than zero.
2) The difference between the amount of information events
seen at from timestamp zero to timestamp and the
amount of informative events seen at from timestamp
is at most .
zero to timestamp
13See

Section III-A for the definition of connection.

(2)
(3)
, for all
By definition, given a pair of indexes
, all buffers
are latency equivalent. Obcoincides with channel
serve also that buffer
and, therefore, is not a patient process. In particular, we are interested in buffers having unitary latencies and we want to establish under which conditions such buffers are patient processes.
are two signals s.t.
and
Lemma IV.2: If
, then
s.t.
,
is
1)
in ;
the corresponding event of
s.t.
2)
, where
is the corresponding
in .
event of
be the corresponding event of
.
Proof: Let
. By
By Definition III.8,
, then
.
Definition III.12, since
with
is
For all informative events,
. Instead, for all informative events
clearly
with
, we have
.
is clearly the minimum ordinal informative
However,
that follows
with respect to the lexievent of
and, therefore, by Definition III.13,
cographic order
. The second relation can
be easily proven using the previous relation. We know that
, where
and
are
be
.
corresponding events. Let
.
Then, necessarily,
, then, by Definition
Since
. Furthermore,
is also the minIII.12,
according
imum ordinal event of , which comes after
and, therefore, by Definition III.13,
to lexicographic order
.
Fig. 5 illustrates the previous lemma.
. For all
,
is
Theorem IV.1: Let
.
patient iff
, then inequalities (2) and (3)
Proof: First, if
become
(4)
(5)
Only If: By contradiction, we prove that if
is not a patient process. Suppose
, let
be a behavior of
and
with

, then
. For all
s.t.
. Let
.
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Sketch to illustrate Lemma IV.2.

Clearly,
for

because inequality (4) does not hold
. Further, for all
, we can prove that
. In fact,
iff
. However,
since
and, since
,
consider that
. Further,
.
then
. Recall
Therefore,
that by Definition III.15 of procrastination effect,
, where
is the timestamp
. Hence, in our case,
of event
and
. Since
,
. This implies
. Hence,
that
and
is not patient.
, then
is patient. For
If : We prove that if
, let
be a behavior of
. We
all
must analyze three distinct cases in which we, respectively, stall
and
with
.
an informative signal of
since

, let
. Since
iff inequality (4) does not
. In fact,
satisfies the other
hold for some
and
two conditions of Definition IV.2 because
(while
remains the
to insert a stalling event on
same) cannot induce a violation of inequality (5). Now,
satisfies also inequality (4) for all
suppose first that
: then, there exists at least a behavior that belongs
and this behavior is
to
because
. A more
interesting case is when inequality (4) does not hold:
. Then, consider a behavior
in this case,
s.t.
,
is obtained from
by inserting a stalling
while
is also the timestamp
event at timestamp , where
. Clearly, this
of event
.
construction guarantees that
. First, by
It remains to be proven that
. Then, check whether
construction,
satisfy inequalities (4) and (5) for all
. First,
and
, by Lemma IV.2,
since
is the corresponding event of
in . Hence,
and, recalling Definition
. Since, by
III.8,
satisfy inequality (4) for all
,
hypothesis,
. Compare and , respectively, with and
then
: has been derived by inserting a at , while

1) For all

has been derived by inserting a at . Hence, we can
derive the following four equations. Further, each term in
these equations can be bounded using the fact that
satisfy inequalities (4) and (5) for all

(6)

(7)

(8)

, such that

(9)
, it is easy to prove that:
Now, keeping in mind that
satisfy (4),
;
a) using (8) and (6),
satisfy (4),
b) using14 (8) and (7),
;
satisfy (4),
;
c) using (9) and (7),
satisfy (5),
;
d) using (6) and (8),
satisfy (5),
;
e) using (7) and (9),
satisfy (5),
.
f) using (7) and (9),
.
Therefore,
,
2) Consider now
. Let
where for all
and
be the corresponding
in : then, since
and
,
event of
.
by Lemma IV.2,
in such a way that
Now, construct
, while
is obtained
by inserting a stalling event at timestamp ,
from
. Hence,
where
, then
, else
.
if
In both cases, this construction guarantees that
. It remains to be proven
. First, by construction,
.
that
satisfy inequalities (4) and
Then, check whether
. Compare and , respectively, with
(5) for all
and :
has been derived by
inserting a at
14Recall

that 

(s ) =

.
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Comparing two possible behaviors of finite buffers B

(s

; s ) and B

, while
has been derived by
inserting a at .
Hence, previous relations (6)–(9) hold also in this case.
, it is easy to prove
Now, keeping in mind that here
that:
satisfy (4),
;
a) using (8) and (6),
satisfy (4),
;
b) using (9) and (6),
satisfy (4),
;
c) using (9) and (7),
satisfy (5),
;
d) using (6) and (8),
satisfy (5),
e) using15 (6) and (8),
;
satisfy (5),
.
f) using (7) and (9),
in this case, too.
Therefore,
let
3) Finally, for all
, where for
. Then, trivially,
all
.
In conclusion, combining all three cases, we have

Hence,
is patient.
Consider a strict system
with strict sig. As explained in Section III-A, processes can
nals
be defined over different signal sets and to compose them we
may need to formally extend the set of signals of each process
to contain all the signals of all processes. However, without
loss of generality, consider the particular case of composing
processes that are already defined on the same
signals.
of
is
Hence, any generic behavior
iff for all
, process
also a behavior of
contains a behavior
s.t.
. In fact, we may assume to derive system
by
channel processes
connecting the processes with
, where
and
. Further, we may also assume to “decompose” any channel process
with an arbitrary number
of channel processes
by adding
aux. The
iliary signals, each of them forced to be equal to
theory developed in Section III guarantees that if we replace
with a latency equivalent patient
each process
with a patient buffer
,
process and each channel
, which is patient and latency equivawe obtain a system
. In fact, having a patient buffer in a patient system
lent to
is equivalent to having a channel in a strict system. Since “dehas no observable effect on a
composing” a channel
strict system, we are, therefore, free to add an arbitrary number
15Recall

that 

(s ) =

.

(s

; s ).

of patient buffers into the corresponding patient system to replace this channel. Since we use patient buffers with unitary latencies, we can distribute them along that long wire on the chip
in such a way that the wire gets dewhich implements
composed in segments whose physical lengths can be spanned
in a single real clock cycle (as anticipated in Section I).
B. Relay Stations
may conLemma IV.3 proves that no behaviors in
, which are synchronous,
tain two informative events of
and
i.e., there cannot be any timestamp for which both
present an informative event. This implies that the maximum
achievable throughput across such a buffer is 0.5, which may
is the minbe considered suboptimal. Instead, buffer
imum capacity buffer that is able to “transfer” one informative
unit per timestamp, thus allowing, in the best case, to communicate with maximum throughput equal to one. Fig. 6 compares
two possible behaviors of these buffers.
is the minimum capacity buffer with
Lemma IV.3:
s.t. for all , closed intervals of

(10)
is the minimum
Proof: Relation (10) says that
containing a behavior
,
capacity buffer with
present
consecutive pairs of synchronous
where and
informative events (i.e., the two informative events of each a pair
have the same timestamp ) for all , closed intervals of .
having capacity less
Notice that the only buffer with
is
. We first show that
conthan
satisfying relation (10) and then
tains at least one behavior
.
we prove that the same is not true for any behavior of
It is easy to construct an example of such a behavior for any .
s.t.
For instance, consider a behavior
and that
Clearly,
and inequalities (4) and (5) (with
) are
. Hence,
. Moreover, at all
satisfied for any
, both
and
present an informatimestamps
tive event.
. If
, combining inequalities (4)
Now, consider
and (5), we obtain that
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Fig. 7. Example of a behavior of an equalizer E with I = f1; 2; 3g and O = f4; 5; 6g.

Hence, for all behaviors
, sigare not only latency equivalent, but also correlated
nals
according to a very regular pattern (see Fig. 6), which can be
summarized in two properties: 1) there are no two synchronous
and 2) for all timestamps, informainformative events in
(possibly, at not
tive events appear alternately on and on
consecutive timestamps). Property 1 is a negation of relation
(10).
Definition IV.3: The buffer
is called a relay station.

A. Stallable Processes
In the sequel, we consider only strictly causal processes and
for each of them we assume that the well-founded order
of Definition III.12 subsumes the causality relations among its
.
signals, i.e., formally
with
and
Definition V.1: A process
is stallable iff for all its behaviors
and for all

V. LATENCY-INSENSITIVE DESIGN
In this section, we formally present the notion of latencyinsensitive design as an application of the concepts previously
introduced. To do so, we assume that:
1) the predesigned functional modules are synchronous
functional processes;
2) the processes are strictly causal;
3) the processes belong to a particular class of processes
called stallable, a weak condition to ask the processes to
obey.
The basic ideas are as follows. Composing a set of predesigned
synchronous functional modules in the most efficient way is
fairly straightforward if we assume that the synchronous hypothesis holds. This composition corresponds to a composition
of strict processes since there is a priori no need of inserting
stalling events. However, as we have argued in the introduction, it is very likely that the synchronous hypothesis will not
be valid for communication. If indeed the processes to be composed are patient, then adding an appropriate number of relay
stations yields a process that is latency equivalent to the strict
composition. Hence, if we use as the definition of correct behavior the fact that the sequences of informative events do not
change, the addition of the relay stations solves the problem.
However, requiring processes to be patient at the onset is definitely too demanding from a practical point of view. Still, in
practice, a patient system can be derived from a strict one as
and we compose it
follows: first, we take each strict process
with a set of auxiliary processes to obtain an equivalent patient
. To be able to do so, all processes
must satisfy
process
a simple condition (the processes must be stallable) that is formally specified in the next section. Then, we put together all
patient processes by connecting them with relay stations. The
set of auxiliary processes implements a “queuing mechanism”
in such a way that informative events are
across the signal of
: informative
buffered and reordered before being passed to
synchronously.
events having the same ordinal are passed to
In the sequel, we first introduce the formal definition of functional processes. Then, we present the simple notion of stallable
processes and we prove that every stallable process can be encapsulated into a wrapper process which acts as an interface toward a latency-insensitive protocol.

Hence, while a patient process tolerates arbitrary distributions
of stalling events among its signals (as long as causality is preserved), a stallable process demands more regular patterns:
symbols can only be inserted synchronously (i.e., with the same
timestamp) on all input signals and this insertion implies the
synchronous insertion of symbols on all output signals at the
following timestamp. To assume that a functional process is stallable is quite reasonable with respect to a practical implementation. In fact, most hardware systems can be stalled: for instance,
consider any sequential logic block that has a gated clock or
with an extra input, which, if
a Moore finite state machine
to stay in the current state and to emit at
equal to , forces
the next cycle.
B. Encapsulation of Stallable Processes
Our goal is to define a group of functional processes that
can be composed with a stallable process to derive a patient
process which is latency equivalent to . We start considering
a process that aligns all the informative events across a set of
channels.
is a process with
Definition V.2: An equalizer
and
, such that
, we
for all behaviors
and
:
have that
;
1)
.
2)
The first relation forces the output signals to have stalling events
only synchronously, while the second guarantees that at every
timestamp the number of informative events occurred at any
output is always equal to the least number of informative events
seen by any input signal up to that timestamp. Fig. 7 illustrates
a possible behavior of an equalizer. Notice how the the presence
of a stalling event at a certain input at a given timestamp does not
necessarily force the presence of a stalling event on all outputs at
the same timestamp. For instance, while the two stalling events
and
at timestamps
do force stalling events on all
on
at
output signals at , instead the stalling event present on
does not result in any timestamp on the output signals: this is
due to the fact that at timestamp , all input signals have seen
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of equalizer
, and, by definition of relay
. Therefore,
.
station,
W Patient: Recalling Definition III.16, we need to prove
that

Consider first stalling any input signal of
and all
all
Fig. 8. Encapsulation of a stallable process P into a wrapper W (P ).

cases may happen.
1) There exists a signal

at least one informative event while no output event have been
occurred on the output signal up to .
is a process
Definition V.3: An extended relay station
and
s.t. signals
with
are related by inequalities (2) and (3) of Definition IV.2 (with
and
) and

if
otherwise
Definition V.4: A stalling signal generator
and
process with

: for
, let
. Two

is a
s.t.

and
if
otherwise
As illustrated in Fig. 8, any stallable process can be composed with an equalizer, a stalling signal generator, and some
extended relay stations to derive a patient process that is latency
equivalent to .
be a stallable process with
Definition V.5: Let
and
. A wrapper
of
is the process with
process (or shell process)
and
, which is
obtained by composing with the following processes:
with
and
1) an equalizer
;
extended relay stations
s.t.
2)
and
, with
3) a stalling signal generator
with
and
.
be the wrapper process of DefiniTheorem V.1: Let
is a patient process
tion V.5. Process
that is latency equivalent to .
Proof: Throughout the proof, we follow the index notation
of Definition V.5.
: Let
be a
behavior of and
one
of
.
Let
be
. Then, by Definition V.2
the corresponding behavior of

, s.t.
. As a consequence, by Definition V.2, no additional stalling events
are added at the output of nor, ultimately, on the output
does
signals of . Hence, while stall move
, still
and
not affect any other signal, but
(the stall move is “absorbed” by
.
the equalizer). Therefore,
is a signal of
s.t.
2)
. In this case, the insertion of a stalling
at
implies that all the output signals of
event on
equalizer have a stalling event at . Then, by analyzing
, it is
the interrelationships among the components of
. In fact, all the output signals
easy to verify that
are forced to have a stalling event at
and,
of
to have it
similarly, all the output signals
. Hence,
must be
at
does not
also stalled. Then, since move
. However, since
affect any other signal, but
, the insertion
of one stalling event on each of the wrapper outputs at
is compatible with the definition of procrastination effect
.
and, therefore,
: for
Next, consider stalling any output signal of
and all
, let
all
. By
and
definition of stall move,
. Hence, again,
. In
at has an
fact, the insertion of a stalling event on signal
of
, which is constrained to stall the
impact on signal
input event
occurring timestamps later.16
As a consequence, all the outputs of the stallable process must
. While no other stalling events are
have a stalling event at
of
at
, all the remaining relay stations
forced on
must stall their
.
because
does not affect any
Hence,
. However,
, since
other signal, but
, where
, then
.
Hence, the insertion of one stalling event on each wrapper
at
is compatible
output
with the definition of procrastination effect. Therefore,
.
16Note that, by

[h + 1; h +

Definition IV.3, e

l 0 1]; (

(s

) =

(s

)

) must be stalled even though

8k 2
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C. Latency-Insensitive Design Methodology

D. Impact on System Performance

By putting together the ideas discussed in the previous sections, we can derive the following guidelines for the definition
of the new design methodology.
1) Begin with a system of stallable processes and channels.
2) Encapsulate each stallable process to yield a corresponding wrapper process that is patient and latency
equivalent to the original one.
3) By inserting the required amount of relay stations on each
channel, the latency of the communication among any
pair of processes now can be arbitrarily varied without
affecting the overall system functionality.
This approach clearly “orthogonalizes” computation and
communication: in fact, we can build systems by assembling
functional cores (which can be arbitrarily complex as far as they
satisfy the stalling assumption) and wrappers (which interface
them with the channels, by “speaking” the latency-insensitive
protocol). While the specific functionality of the system is
distributed in the cores, the wrappers can be automatically generated around them.17 Furthermore, the validation of the system
now can be efficiently decomposed based on assume-guarantee
reasoning and compositional model checking [35]–[38]: each
wrapper is verified assuming a given protocol and the protocol
is verified separately.
With regard to the design of digital integrated circuits, the
theory of latency-insensitive design can be used as the formal
basis for defining the latency-insensitive design methodology
that is centered around the following simple noniterative design
flow.
1) The designers design and validate the chip as a collection
of synchronous modules that can be specified with the
usual hardware-description languages (HDLs).
2) Each module is automatically encapsulated within a block
of control logic (the wrapper) to make it latency insensitive.
3) Traditional logic synthesis and place-and–route steps are
applied.
4) If the presence of unexpectedly large wire delays makes
it necessary, the resulting layout is corrected by simply
inserting the right amount of relay stations to meet the
clock cycle constraints everywhere.
Notice that the design, layout, and routing of individual modules
would not need to be changed to reflect any necessary changes
in wire latencies during the chip-level layout and wiring process.
This may clearly represent a significant advantage for future
system-on-a-chip designs, where the designers completing the
chip-level integration most likely will not work at the same
company as the designers of the individual modules. Furthermore, since it is based on the synchronous assumption, the approach facilitates the adoption of state-of-the art formal verification techniques within a new design flow that, for the rest, can
be built using traditional and well-known layout and synthesis
CAD tools.

Naturally, the effectiveness of the latency-insensitive design
methodology is strongly related to the ability of maintaining
a sufficient communication throughput in the presence of increased channel latencies. However, in the case of integrated circuit design, this is just one instance of a more general problem
that has to be faced while using DSM technologies. In fact, since
on-chip communication was not an issue with previous process
technologies, the vast majority of chips that have been realized
over the past two decades are based on architectural models relying on low-latency communication to shared global resources.
The advantages of such models is that they provide the most
uniform computational framework and the best utilization of the
functional units. On the other hand, this focus on function rather
than communication is now seen as the fundamental conceptual
roadblock to be overcome in DSM design [7]. In this regard,
the latency-insensitive design methodology represents an interesting approach due to the inherent separation of communication and computation.
Inserting extra latency stages on a cyclic pipeline does not
necessary translate into a performance hit. For instance, the case
of the Alpha 21264 microprocessor, where the integer unit is
partitioned into two modules and the latency for communicating
between them takes an additional clock cycle [39], shows how
it is possible to pipeline long wires, thereby increasing their latency, while still offering high computational bandwidth. Similarly, the presence of so-called drive stages in the new hyperpipelined NETBURST microarchitecture [12] suggests that
even for high-end designs, such as the Pentium 4 microprocessor, the insertion of extra stages dedicated exclusively to
handle wire delays may be the result of a precise engineering
choice. From this point of view, the present paper represents
a formal background for the definition of design methodologies that allow an efficient analysis and exploitation of the latency/throughput tradeoffs at any level of the design flow.
Furthermore, the latency-insensitive approach can be extended to incorporate other techniques aimed to have the
performance of a design less susceptible to large variations in
channel latency. For instance, a simple technique to make the
design more robust on this respect consists in ensuring that
the design specification contains some “slack” in the form of
unneeded pipeline delays. If there is sufficient “slack” latency
around every cyclic path in the design, then, after the final
layout is derived, the latency-insensitive protocol allows us to
distribute this slack in a completely transparent manner to cover
an increase in wire latency without any changes to the design
or the layout of the modules (a sort of dynamic retiming).
The overall design becomes more robust in the sense that it
is less likely that some modules would have to be changed to
recover performance lost due to unexpectedly large wire delays.
Nonetheless, there will be cases where cyclic paths of low
latency affecting the overall system throughput are inevitable.
In such cases, techniques typically used for microprocessor
design such as speculation and out-of-order execution may be
embodied within a latency-insensitive protocol. For instance,
when a particular data item in not yet computed, while being on
the critical path, it is sometimes possible to “guess” the likely

17This is the reason why wrappers are also called shells: they just “protect” the
IP (the pearl) they contain from the “troubles” of the external communication
architecture.
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value of this data and to allow the computation to proceed.
Later, this value can be “retracted” if it proves to be incorrect.
Such techniques may dramatically increase the overall system
performance, but they are currently adopted only in high-end
microprocessor design because they are error-prone and quite
difficult to implement. However, their demand is destined to
grow, as wire latencies will keep increasing. On the other hand,
these techniques may be rigorously built into a latency-insensitive protocol that would allow speculation to break the
tight dependency cycles (provided the designer can identify an
appropriate guessing strategy). Being part of the protocol, they
would be isolated from the functional specification and they
would enter the design picture in a correct-by-construction
manner that would not risk the introduction of a design error or
cause previous simulation work to be invalidated.
VI. CASE STUDY—THE PDLX MICROPROCESSOR
To experiment the proposed methodology, we performed a
“latency-insensitive design” of PDLX, an out-of-order microprocessor with speculative execution. In the present section, we
first summarize the architectural specification of PDLX, and,
then, we discuss the latency-insensitive design as well as the
experimental results.
A. PDLX Architecture and Instruction Flow
The instruction set of PDLX is the same as the one of the DLX
microprocessor, described in [11]. The PDLX architecture is
based on an extended version of the Tomasulo’s algorithm [40],
which combines traditional dynamic scheduling with hardwarebased speculative execution. As a consequence, the data path
of PDLX is similar to the one of some of the most advanced
microprocessor available on the market today [39], [41].
The PDLX architecture is conceptually illustrated by the
block diagram of Fig. 9. At the center of the diagram lies a
set of execution units (gray shaded) that operate in parallel.
Schematically, the PDLX behavior can be summarized as
follows: the branch processing unit sends the next value of
the program counter (PC) to the fetch unit, which fetches the
corresponding instruction from the instruction cache and passes
it to the decode unit. Once instruction decoding is completed,
the result arrives to the dispatch unit, which interacts with the
reservation stations (RSs) of the different processing units as
well as with the completion unit and the system register unit.
Instructions are fetched, decoded, and dispatched sequentially
following the order of the program that gets executed. Once
a new decoded instruction arrives, the dispatch unit starts
by assigning it to one of the functional categories (integer
) and
arithmetic/logic, floating-point, load, store, branch,
then checks whether the following two conditions are verified.
1) There is one entry available in the reorder buffer within
the completion unit.
2) There is an available reservation station at the head of a
processing unit matching the function category to which
the instruction belongs.
if one of these conditions is not satisfied the dispatch unit stalls,
otherwise instruction is dispatched: this means that the instruction is labeled with a tag identifying the reorder buffer entry

which has been assigned to it and, at the end of the execution,
will contain the result. Then, operands and opcode of instruction are loaded into the selected reservation station to start the
execution. In fact, the execution starts immediately only if the
values of the operands which have been read from the system
register unit are “currently correct” in the sense that no other
instruction (previously dispatched and still not completed) is
destined to change the value of one of these operands. If this is
indeed the case, for each operand whose value is not yet available the dispatch unit writes on the corresponding entry in the
that identifies the reorder buffer
reservation station the tag
entry previously assigned to instruction on which the operand
depends. The execution of instruction is procrastined until all
correct values of its operands arrive at the reservation station.
Different instructions may take a different number of clock cycles to execute not only due to this procrastination, but also because their executions may present different latencies. When the
execution of an instruction ends, the corresponding processing
unit broadcast the result to the reorder buffer entry and to any
reservation station that is awaiting it.
The completion unit tracks each instruction from dispatch
through execution and retires it by removing the result from the
bottom entry of the reorder buffer and committing it to update
the system registers. In-order completion guarantees that the
system is in the correct state when it is necessary to recover from
a mispredicted branch or any exception. In the presence of a
conditional branch whose condition cannot be resolved immediately, the branch processing unit predicts the “branch target address” and instruction fetching, dispatching and execution continue from the predicted path. However, these instructions can
not commit and write back results into the system register until
the prediction has been resolved, i.e., determined to be correct.
Instead, when a prediction is determined to be incorrect, the instruction from the wrong path are flushed from the datapath and
the execution resumes from the correct path.
B. Latency-Insensitive Design of PDLX
We performed a high-level cycle-accurate design of PDLX
by using BONeS DESIGNER [42], a CAD tool that provides
a powerful modeling and analysis environment for system design. We first defined a synchronous specification of the PDLX
and we designed each of of the PDLX modules illustrated in
Fig. 9, keeping in mind only the following informal rule to make
the process stallable: at each clock cycle, the execution process
of a module can always be frozen without affecting its internal
state. Independently from the design of the PDLX modules, we
specified also a latency-insensitive protocol library, which contains parameterized components to guide the automatic generation of different kinds of relay stations and wrappers. Finally,
we encapsulated each module in a wrapper and we obtained
the final system. Obviously, this decomposition of the hardware
implementing the PDLX is not the only possible, let alone the
best, one. Still, while reasonably simple, it presents interesting
challenges to the realization of the proposed latency-insensitive
communication architecture. In particular, modules such as the
fetch unit and the dispatch unit merge channels coming from
separate sources, and which are likely to have different latencies. Further, each time the predicted value of a conditional
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Fig. 9. PDLX microprocessor block diagram: conceptual view.

branch is verified a “feedback path” gets activated from the
system register through the completion unit to the branch processing unit.
We specified most PDLX modules based on the assumption
that they communicate by means of point-to-point channels,
whose latencies may be arbitrary. However, due to the particular
structure of a microprocessor such as PDLX and, in particular,
to the parallel organization of its execution units, we decided to
adopt a different type of communication structure to connect the
several relay stations, the execution units and the reorder buffer:
a pipelined ring. A ring, like a bus, inherently supports broadcast-based communication: the sender place a packet on the ring
while the other modules inspect (snoop) it as it goes by to see if
it is relevant to them [43]. In our case, the snooping mechanism
is obviously based on identifying the tags associated to the entries of the Reorder Buffer, as described in Section VI-A. In general, to keep sequential consistency on a ring is more complex
than on a bus since multiple packets may traverse it simultaneously. However, the characteristics of our system help us in this
perspective because the completion unit guarantees in-order instruction commitment together with the correct serial progress
of the state of the system. The linear point-to-point nature of
a ring allows aggressive pipelining and potentially very high
clock rates. A disadvantage is that the communication latency
is high, growing linearly with the number of nodes on the ring.
Overall, based on its characteristics, a ring represents an interesting design solution in the framework of our design methodology, where modules are by definition latency insensitive and
pipelining is extensively applied.
C. Experimental Results
To test our design, we took some simple numerical programs (permutations, binary search, ) and we generated the
corresponding DLX assembler code by using DLXCC, a pub-

licly available DLX compiler [44]. Then, we loaded the assembler into the PDLX instruction cache and we executed it while
logging every read/write access to the data cache. Finally, we
compared the “log file” with the one obtained executing the
same assembler code on the DLX simulator DLXSIM to verify
that the functional behavior was indeed the same.
For each program execution, we computed the total number
of clock cycles necessary to complete the execution of the as, where is the
sembler code: this number is equal to
number of instruction that have been issued, is the number of
cycles lost due to a stall within the execution unit, and is the
number of cycles lost due to pipeline latency. Since the PDLX
is a single-issue multiprocessor, the instruction throughput
is a quantity less than or equal to one. This quantity can be
multiplied by the system clock frequency to obtain the effective
, which allows us to
instruction throughput
compare the execution of the same assembler code on different
PDLX implementations running at different speeds. Fig. 10 illustrates the results obtained running three different assembler
programs: on the axis, we have the instruction throughput on
the bottom chart and the effective instruction on the top chart.
In both charts, each discrete point on the axis corresponds to
a different PDLX implementation with a different fixed amount
of latency on some communication channels.
For this experiment, we focused on two specific channels on
between the instruction memory manageFig. 9: channel
ment unit and the instruction cache (I-Cache) and channel
between the data memory management unit and the data cache
(D-Cache). We varied the latencies of the two channels as follows: going from left to right on the axis, each of the 18
data points represents an implementation case and is labeled as
, where and denote the amounts by which the latencies
and
have been increased. In particular, we
of channels
varied from zero to five and from zero to two. As expected,
the bottom chart confirms that the more we increase the latencies
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10.

PDLX performance. (a) Throughput. (b) Effective throughput.

between the two caches and the rest of the system, the higher is
the throughput degradation. It is also clear that for this PDLX
implementation, the impact of increasing the D-Cache latency
by one unit while leaving untouched the I-Cache latency (data
) is more or less equivalent to increase the I-Cache
point
latency by four units while leaving untouched the D-Cache la)
tency (data-point
The data illustrated in the above chart of Fig. 10 have been
obtained based on the assumption that the wires grouped in
and
represent the critical path of the overall
channels
PDLX design and that, after segmenting them (by inserting relay
stations), we could afford to raise the clock frequency appropriately. Specifically, for each implementation case, we set the
. One could argue
system clock cycle as
that the assumption is too coarse because, for instance, it is unlikely that all the other modules in the design are able to work
correctly after doubling the clock. However, the main point that
we want to stress here is that within the present methodology,
one may perform an early exploration of the latency/throughput
tradeoffs to guide architectural choices based on a rough estimation of the channel latencies and then keep refining these
choices at the different stages of the design flow to accommodate various implementation constraints, while relying always
on the property of the latency-insensitive communication pro-

tocol. In this regard, it is important to emphasize that all the
above implementations are functionally equivalent by construction, being obtained simply by changing the number of relay
stations on the channels and with no need of redesigning any
PDLX module. Furthermore, the insertion of relay stations can
be made at late stages in the design process, after detailed information can be extracted from the physical layout, to “fix” those
channels whose latencies are longer than the desired clock cycle.
While performing this operation, it is easy to keep an exact track
of the throughput variations.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the theory of latency-insensitive design.
Latency-insensitive designs are synchronous distributed systems composed by functional modules that exchange data on
communication channels according to a latency-insensitive
protocol. The protocol guarantees that latency-insensitive
systems, composed of functionally correct modules, behave
correctly independently of the channel latencies. This allows
us to increase the robustness of a design implementation
because any delay variations of a channel can be “recovered”
by changing the channel latency while the overall system
functionality remains unaffected. The protocol works on the
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assumption that the functional modules are stallable, a weak
condition to ask the processes to obey.
An important application of the proposed theory is represented by the latency-insensitive methodology to design large
digital integrated circuits with DSM technologies. The methodology is based on the assumption that the design is built by assembling blocks of IPs that have been previously designed and
verified. Thanks to the compositionality of the notion of latency
equivalence, this methodology allows us to orthogonalize communication and computation, while the timing requirements imposed by the clock are met by construction. Furthermore, since
it is based on the synchronous assumption, the approach facilitates the adoption of formal validation techniques within a new
design flow that, for the rest, can be built using traditional CAD
tools.
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